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Summary:
In the county of West Yorkshire is where tourists will find the
bustling city of Bradford. Situated in Northern England, Bradford has
more than 470,000 inhabitants and it ranks eleventh in terms of the
size of various cities in England.
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Article Body:
In the county of West Yorkshire is where tourists will find the bustling city of Bradford. Sit
Places of interest:

Looking to plan your itinerary while in England? Make sure that Bradford is on your list of pl

ART GALLERIES: When visiting Bradford, tourists are frequently drawn to the cultural attractio
WALKING TOURS: Tourist will thoroughly enjoy the walking tours through the moorlands and woodl
FAMILY ADVENTURES: Numerous natural parks and amusement parks are in Bradford, promising enter
SPORTS: there are plenty of sports to engage in while visiting Bradford and fishing, sailing,
SHOPPING: A number of mill shops and Asian stores are readily accessible in Bradford.
Things to do:

There is no shortage of fun and fascinating things to do while in Bradford. Whether tourists t

BRADFORD BULLS: in the Odsal Stadium, the Bradford Bulls is the favourite rugby team of many.
BRADFORD ICE RINK: at 19 Little Horton Lane is an ice skating rink that the entire family can
COLOUR MUSEUM: 1 Providence Street is a one of a kind experience for every resident and touris
NATIONAL MUSEUM OF PHOTOGRAPHY, FILM & TELEVISION: situated at Pictureville, is an exciting lo
RED HOUSE: The former home of Mary Taylor, now known as the Red House is located on Oxford Roa
SILVER JUBILEE MODEL RAILWAY EXHIBITION: on Green Lane is the place for every model train enth
Food & Drink:

Visitors to Bradford can find fantastic dining in and around the surrounding areas of Bradford

ADELPHI: located on 1-5 Hunslet Road, offers lagers, beers, and a variety of juices as well as
BREAK FOR THE BORDER: at 174-178 Lower Briggate in Leeds, just 9 miles from Bradford. It is a
GRILLADE: on Wellington Street in Leeds, is a mere walk from the train station. If it´s a Fren
FUJI HIRO: at 45 Wade Lane in Leeds offers an array of Japanese and Chinese cuisine. Ramen, Ri
HEATHCLIFFS RESTAURANT: in Hollins Hall, Baildon, Bradford, requires that residents and touris
Hotels & Accommodation:
Accommodations are not at all hard to come by in Bradford. There are numerous hotels and self
Midland Hotel
Courtyard By Marriott Leeds/Bradford
Park Grove Hotel
The Dubrovnik Hotel
Sporting Lodge Inns

Novotel Bradford
Best Western Guide Post Hotel
Express by Holiday Inn Bradford City Centre
Entertainment:

There is plenty of entertainment in Bradford that is suitable for all ages. Theatres, Cinemas,

Bradford: a city you can afford to miss when visiting England. Excellent food, incredible site
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